Structuring Your Essay to Support
Your Argument
The structure of the essay can change with the type of essay as well as the academic writing that you are
employing. While presenting an argument you have to be careful to work within a specific structure to make
it easier for the readers to grasp your argument. The type of argument that you are making, and how you
are making it dictates the structure.
Presenting and supporting your argument with a flawless structure needs a lot of practice and can take time
if you are not used to it. An essay writer might guide you in your essay and argument structure, yet it is
important for you to know the many things involved in structuring the essay fit for your argument.

Argument dictates your structure
The way that you will present and defend your argument will set the structure of the essay for you. The
argument will proceed by presenting various types of analysis on subjects in a particular topic or a single
subject. A different structure will be provided for critical analysis than a persuasive one for example. The
way you present your subjects and back them up with evidence will also change the structure from one
essay to another.

Generic Essay Structures
Usually, the structure of information representation comes up during the research and the literature review
phase. And how you plan to classify your information sometimes end up influencing your essay structure.
There are in essay writing some generic macro essay structures that can help you arrange the main
components of the essay.

•
•

Thematic: The thematic essay structure will follow a theme. The central thesis will be supported by
a set of claims that have been set according to a certain theme.
Chronological: One of the simplest structures allows you to follow the chronology of a topic to
pose your argument regarding the subject. The chronological structure doesn’t allow much flexibility
in coming with arguments from a different point of view.

•

Comparative: The theme is one of the most used themes in presenting the argument. The subject
at hand is reasoned with by comparing its validity against another theory, idea, or example. This
allows the essay writer online free to perform critical analysis upon the subjects.

Moreover, the structure can follow a structure that is versatile and is a mix of many themes such as a
chronological structure broken down into various themes, a thematic structure broken down by comparison.
With the macrostructure at hand, you can focus on the microstructure that helps arrange information inside
the structure.

Micro Structures
The argumentative structure on the paragraph level either starts from the general topic to concluding at the
most specific argument or evidence analysis, or it can start from the specific examples and evidence to the
general argument.
In other words, it can be an inductive reasoning or a deductive one. The arguments will follow objective
reasoning and will completely do away with subjective inputs. But despite forming logic and following
reasonable arguments, sometimes the conclusion doesn’t come about right so you should take help from the
free essay writer online.

Final Words
The essay requires a structure to communicate the message to the audience. In argumentative writing, this
structure is more pronounced than others. You should not always write the essay strictly to your preference
but change the structure according to the topic or argument at hand.
Lastly, before delving into the essay you should read the instructions and fully analyze the essay prompt to
make sure you have gotten the right structure for the argument. You can also make changes in the essay
draft if you decide on a different argument structure or you can hire free essay writers for your help.

